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Shopping the Souk 

 
Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
�  ؟" eating out"وال" shopping"آ$# ال: ه�

 أ>E; 12 1FGC HIG? 5رع وBC�A@1 ?< أ>5 ا;9:ی19 ا5678 12 ا4ردن, 12 ا0ردن" well: "ه+ی(
6� أو روحK6L 19 ا5A8ق N;"just walking "5قA85ق..12 اA8ا"is like a market but is 

out it the street" "...when just walking in Souk you can see a thousand faces 
and you can tell people come from other parts of Al-Urdun just to shop, and 

they all smoke.” 9:يFC HIG? 5قA8Eب "anything "W8E�ب :@X5ق , 4 أي أ;1 بA812 ا
"you find different places, it is not like a super market "5Y9ب Z[? 1\Z95ا ب] ت
"each " �$2 )7?"different merchandise " 1 ?< زيB`ی"Wal-Mart " 1\Z95ت وبc9ب
"oh in this aisle they have this and in this aisle they have that. " dه+BL 5قA812 ا

�GL +78:هis a type of tobacco and mostly teenagers  " d"وأر[6$� , ?]Z ?7( أر[6$
"eighty "� it is more traditional, here they call it Hookah, it is. "ب+خ5Bا ا0ر[6$

more traditional water pipe and it represents relaxation.” “it is not the fact 
that you are smoking it, it is the fact that you are sitting around you family   

 H$حEC:? و  ,وhaving good time."  
  
   

English translation: 

 
Heba: How is the shopping and eating out?  
 
Hadeel: Shopping … in Jordan ... The nice thing about Jordan is that you may walk in a 
street and be happy not that you bought something but they you were walking in the 
souk

1.  The souk is a market but out in the street. While walking in the souk you will see a 
thousand faces and you can tell that people from other parts of Jordan come just to shop. 
And in the souk you might buy anything that may cross your mind. It’s not like a 
supermarket where you and enter and you find each shop has different merchandise. It’s 
not like Walmart, you enter and in this aisle they have this and in this aisle they have that. 
The shopping area, for example, they have an Argelah shop and Argelah is very very 
popular in Jordan. Argelah is a type of tobacco and mostly teenagers up to those 80 years 
old smoke Argelah. It’s more a tradition.. Here they call it Hookah … it’s a more 
traditional water pipe and it represents relaxation.. It isn’t the fact that you are smoking it.  
It’s the fact that you are sitting around with your family, relaxing and having a good time.  
 
 
 
 

                                                 
1 A souk is a shopping area 
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